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SUiihlARY
Tests have ken n“ade of an NACA 0009 airfoil with a
so-percent-chord flap having a 49.5-percent flap-chord
twlance with various nose shapes and *TO gaps. The re-
sults have been presented in the fo’rm of aerodynamic sec-
tion characteristics.
T~~esa ~:esults imlica’ted the flap to be overbalanced
wLen deflected, regardless of nose shape. There was only
a slight change in hin~e moment with angle of attaclk. A
blunt-nose shape gave the greatest reductions in hinge
moment andzthe smallest increment of drag over that of a
plain airfoil. ghe small Fap investigated affected the
aerodynamic characteristics only slig-utly.
A method has been proposed for reducing the control
forces to any desired value while, at tka sane time, mark-
edly increasing the lift effectiveness of the airfoil-flap
combination ov~r that of a plain flap of the same chord.
ln addition, the flap can be made to float against the
relative wind thereby causing the stability with cont~ols
free +0 exceed that with controls fixed. These results
are accomplished _by using a differentially operaied bal-
ancing tab on an overklanced, flap to increase both the
lift and the hinge monent of ths. flap.
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IITTRODUCTION
Because of the increasing size and speed of modern
airplanes, it has become increasingly necessary to reduce
the hinge noments on the control surfaces and thus to
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reduce the forces on the control stick. In an effort to
sol~e this problem, the liACA has initiated an extensive
investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics of con-
trol surfaces in order” to provide data for design purposes
and to determine the type of flap arrangement best suited
for use as a control surface. Because a conventional con-
trol surface is merely a flap on an airfoil, these two
terms are used synonymously.
As a part of this investigation, some effects of flap
nose shape and gaps on a tjpical horizontal tail of finite
span were determined in the full-scale wind tunnel and are
reported in reference 1. The nore fundamental part of the
investigation, however, is being made in t~o-dimensional
flow. Th9 first part of the two-dimensional flow investi-
gation was the determination of the ~ection characteris-
tics of airfoil-fla~ combinations using plain flaps of
various sizes and w-ith sealed gaps. (See references 2, 3,
and 4.) The data presented in these references have been
cwlyzed, and parameters for determining the characteris-
tics of a thin symmetrical airfoil with a plain flap of
sny size chord and with the gap at the flap n~se sealed
are given i~ reference 5. The effects o: gap s~ze on the
characteristics of a thin airfoil with a plain flap are
reported in reference 6.
The tests repozted herein were made to provide sec-
tion data for an airfoil having a flap with a large over-
hang and to determine the effects of the sha~e of the
ncse of this overhang. The terms ll~alancell.and IIoverhangll
ane used synonymously to indicate the portion of the mov-
able surface ahead of the hinge axis. ,
.
The tests were made in the IWCA 4- by 6-foot vertical
tunnel (reference 7) modified, as described in reference 2,
for forc& tests of models in a t.vo-dimensional flow. A
three-coi&ponent balance system has been installed in the
tunnel in order that force test measurements of lift, drag,
and pitching moment may be made. The hinge moments of the
flap and tab were mea”sured with special torque rod bale
antes built into the model.
,
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The 2-foot-chord by 4-foot-span modol was made of
laminated mahogany to the NACA 0009 profile. It was
equipped wit~ a balanced flap having a chord 30 parcent of
tho airfoil chord and a plain tab having a chord 20 pertient
of the flap chord, Tho flap chord is moasurod from the flap
bingo .axls to tho trailing edge of the airfoil. The
aerodynamic balance, measured from the flap hinge axis to
the nose of the movable surface$ consistod of an overhang
that was 49.5 percent of the flap chord. The ovorhang
was mado with a blunt-, a modi~, and a shar~noso shape
(fig. 1 and table 1), The gap was fixed at 0.15 percent
of the airfoil chord by rernovablo airfoil tail blocks,
and it was also sealed with grease. The’ tab was made of
brass and its gap was fixed at 0.10 percent of tho airfoil
cl~ord.
Th~ installation of the model in the tunnel was sib
ilar to that of references 2, ,3, and 4. Because the model
completely spanned the tu’nnel, two-dimons”ional flow was
approximated~ The flap and the tab deflections wore set
by friction clamps on the torque rods that were used in
measuring the hinge moments.
TESTS
Tho tests were made at a dynamic pressure of 15
pounds per square foot which corresponds to a velocity of
about ’76miles per hour at standard sea-level conditions.
The test Reynolds number was 1,430,000 and the effective
Reynolds number of the tests ‘was approximately 2,760,000.
(Effective Reynolds number = test lloynolds number X tur-
bulence factor, The turbulence factor for the 4- by 6-ft
vf3rtical tunnel is 1.93.)
The flap deflections were set at 5° increments, and
with the blunt nose and sealed gaps tests also were made
at 1°, 2°, and 3° fla p deflections. With soaledogap th~
~a=imum flap deflection tested was limited to 15 or 20 ,
depenaing on the flap nose shape, because of difficulties
in maintaining the gap seal. With the gap unsealed, flap
deflections from 0° to 30° were tested. The tab was
tested Et 0° for all nose shapes$ and ~ith the blunt nose
and sealad gap, tab tests were made wit-h the tab deflected
~o, 10°0 and 15°0 For each flap and tab setting, force
tests wero made throughout the angle-of-attack range in 2°
4increments from -ths negative stall to the positive stall.
Ne@r the stali, however, 1° increments were taken. Lift ,
drag, and pitching noment of the airfoil and hinge moment”
of the flap were measured.
RZSULTS AND DISOUSSIbIl
.-
synlboLs-
1
!Che coefficients and symbols used in this paper are
defined as follows:
()2c1 airfoil section lift coefficient z
do
cd airfoil section profile-drag coefficient
o ()G
cm airfoil section pitching-moment coefficient
0
()
about the quarter-chord point of airfoil -m=
qc
flap section hinge-moment coefficient
hf
ch
f ()qcf~
where .
Z “airfoil section lift
d; airfoil section profile drag
m airfoil section pitching moment about quarter-
chord point of airfoil
hf flap section hinge moment
c chord of basic airfoil with flap and tab neutral -
Cf flap chor’d .
q dyriamic pressure
,
a. angle of attack for an airfoil of infinite span
58f flap-deflection with respect to airfoil
~t tab deflection with respect to flap
Precision
The accuracy of the data is indicated by the devia-
tion from zero of lift and moment. The maximum error in
effective angle of attack at zero lift appears to be about
*0.20. 3’lap deflections were set to within 3=0.2°.
., Tunnel
corrections, experimentally determined in the 4 by 6-foot
vertical tunnel, were applied to lift only. The hinge mom-
ents, therefore, are probably slightly higher than would
be obtained in free flight, but the values presented are
considered to be conservative. ‘The inc~ements of drag
should be reasonably independent of tunnel effect, although
the absolute drag is subject to an nnknown correction. In-
accuracies in the section data presented are thought to be
negligible relative to inaccuracies that will be incurred
in the application of t-he data to finite airfoils. ..
Discussion
The desirability of reducing the hinge moments of con-
trol surfaces is obvious, but the method of doing so must
be carefully selected in order that the lift and the free-
floating characteristics of the flap will not be rendered
unsatisfactory. It is considered desirable to make the
free-floating angle of the flap equal to zero or even to
have a slightly positive value at positive angle of attack
so that the flap will float against the relative wind.
This means that the parameter
dCh
(%)3- ~f
(reference 5) must
be made zero or slightly positive. At the same time,
aCh()3; ~ must be made as small a negative value as possible
in ord;r to reduce the hinge moments without producing
overbalance. While the hinge moments are being reduced
in this manner, the effectiveness of the flap in producing
lift should be made as great as, or greater than, that of
a plain flap of the same chord. No appreciable increment
of drag over that of a plain flap can be tolerated at low
flap deflections used for trim. With these standards
..
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estahlis’bed, the analysis of the characteristics of a flap
having a @.495cf overhang caa more easily be made.
\
,
Lift
..
The tests indicate th=t with a sealed gap the slope
ac ~
of the lift cnrve$
-zG’
was 0.099 with the sharp nose
flap, 0.101 with the medium nose flap, and 0.102 with the
blunt nose flap (figs. 2, 3, and 4). When the gap at the’
flap nose was 0.0015c, the slope of the lift curve for
all three nose shapes was 0.098. Co?rectioas for aspect
ratio are preseuted in refersnce 5.
With a sea-led gap, the effectiveness of the flap in
producing lift, for all tnree flap nose sha~es, was prac-
tically identical with that of a plain flap of the same
chord (reference 6). The flap with the medium nose was,
however, slightly better than ait’her the blunt or sharp
nose flaps, which two shapes hail about the same effective-
ness.
Zhe curve-s .of figures 2, 3, and 4 indicate that with
a 0.00-15c -gap, -the flap with a ‘olunt nose was sY.ightly
more effective in prodmcimg. lift than the flap with a
medium nose, but with the medium-nose the flap maintained
its .effect%~ena~s. to higher flap.deflections and conse-
quently higher lift cc-efficients. The sharg nose flap
had akout the same--lift effectiveness as the medium nose
flap anfL.aJMcti the same”~ange of effect-iveness as the
blunt nose..flap. Cons-e-quatiy, as far a.s lift cheracter-
.istics were. .conee-m.e&, the flap wit-h the medium -nose ap-
~eared-~o be theno~t dealrable. Although a gap of
0.0015c-app-rs.ti give slightly better results than a
-sled gap, it should be realized. that this gap is smaller
than it is-g-enerally practicable to use- on an airplane.
In this-investigation no ts~ts have been retie using a
tiger -gap and tvh-edata” on gap effect e.re, therefore, 210ti
concluaiveO
,
Hinge Moment of Flap-
.
-I%guras 2, .3,.and 4 present the hinge-mornent-.-coeffi-
ci=nts of the flap as a function of lift coefficient at
.eonstant flap. ikflectlc.n-fcn the various nose shapas and\
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gaps. Cross plots, similar to figure 59 giving hinge-
moment coefficient as a function of angle, of attack and
also of flap deflection are more convenient for analysis,
but these curvesp of courseO will be affected by aspect
ratio. Reference 5 discusses fully the manner in which
aspect ratio affects hinge-moment charactoristicsO Thi S
discussion indicates that
()
bch
will always decrease
z; ~f
with decrease in aspect ratio except when its value is
zero. For this case, because theory shows there can be()bch~no change in the value of K 6* , there can be no
()
%h.
change in the value of
~a
with aspect ratio. If
. .
for infinite aspect ratio’
t%~~f ‘n’ [+)aflre Of
aspect ratio is decreased. If, howevsr, thess parameters
0
bch
have the same sign,
“~ ~
will always decrease as tho
o
aspect ratio is decreased. In some cases tho valuo of()achwf ~. may even pass through zero and change sign as the()acumagnitude of is changed by aspect ratio. It iSg ~f
Important that these facts be established bocauso$ with a
0.495cf overhang, tho slopes of theso parameters ara very
small and the signs are critical.
A 0,495cf overhang on a 0.30c flap produced overbal-
ance through some range of flap deflection regardless of
the nose shape and gap (figs. 2, 3, and 4). Ovcrbalanco
occurred first at high flap deflections and high negative
angles of attack for all nose shapes and was slightly more
pronounced with a 0.0015c gap than with a sealed gap. AS
the bluntness of tho flap nose increased, the flap deflec-
tion at which overbalance first occurred became less, and
the magnitude of the overbalancing moment was greater.
8When flow separation occurred over
was a sudden change in the hinge moment
the flap, there
to large-negative
valuqs indicating a rearward movement of the center of
pressure”: ‘.. “ . -
Drag
At zero angle of attack with flap neutral, the flap
.w~th a sharp nose gave aa increase in profile-drag coef-
ficient”, ‘ bcdo, of 0.0042 over that of a plain airfoil.
‘i’iththe medium nose the increment was 0.0015, wheraas ‘
with the blunt nose the increment was not measurable. Be-
cause. ths drag of control surfaces at high flap deflec-
tions is of relatively miaor importance and the ab~olute
value of the drag coefficient for these data is in error
by an unknown tunnel correction, no drag curves have been
given. I?or the blunt nose.,-however, the Increments of
drag caused by lC”W flap deflections such as may be neces-
sary for trim changes at high speed are given in figure 6
~ for several angles of attack. The hunt nose seems to be
tka only one which was -satisfactory as far as drag is “
concerned.
Pitching Moment
}~~th the ~lunt- and the medium-flap nose shapes, the
Lrate of change of airfoil sec ion pitching-noment coeffi-
cient with lift coefficient at zero flap deflection,
acm()q &’ is about 0.010 (figs. 2 and 3). This slope in- ‘
dic~tes that the aerodynamic center was at the 24-percent-
chord point, which is in agreement with the results of
tests of reference 8. For the sharp nose the slope of the
pitchin~-moment-coefficient curve was sl,ightly less (fig.
4) . The airfoil pitching-moment coefficients were unaf-
fected by the presence of a small gap at the flap nose.
Effect of Differential Balancing Tab
From the discussion of the hinge-moment characteris-
tics, it is apparent that because of overbalance, a flap
with 0.495cf “overhang cannot he used without modifications.
.
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It is possible, however, to use in conjunction with this
flap arrangement a trailing-edge ta-i, de f~ectad in the
same direction as the flap, in order to overcome the over-
balance of the flap.
Accordingly, tests were made to determine the effect
of a tab deflectad with the flap. 3’igura 7 gives the.in-
crements of lift coefficients and flap hinge-moment coef-
ficients caused by deflection of a 0.20!5cfplaia’tab at
several angles of ,attack and flap deflections. The incre-
ments were determined for the flap with a blunt nose and
sealed gap. The curves indicate that on a flap with a
0.49cf overhang, a tab is just about as effective in pro-
ducing lift but ouly approxima.t.ely 75 percent as effective
in increasing hinge moments asit is when on a plain flap.
These results ara logical because of the manner in which
a flap or tab affects the pressure distribution over an
airfoil.
The tab characteristics having been determined, cal-
culations were Dade to determine the tab deflections re~
quired to give desirable hinge-moment characteristics to .
a flap with a 0.495cf blunt-nose overhang a~d with sealed
gap. The curve of tab deflection as a function of flap
~ Ch
deflection given in figure 8 was selected to make ()~ a.
equal to zero at 0° angle of attack, The differential tab
linkage will change the flap hi~ge-moment characteristics
from those of figura 5 to those of figure-8, which is a
cross plot of actual test data. The curves of $igure 8
show that except for high positive angles of attack with
large flap deflections the hinge moments of the flap can
ba trimmed out with a small deflection of the trim ta%.
At a large flap deflection and a high positive angle of
attack, which is comparable to a critical condition for
rudters, separation caused the flap overhang to lose its
belancing effectivene~s which resultad ia an increase in
hinge-moment coefficient. This difficulty can be avoided,
however, by using a flap of sufficiently larga flap-chord
c-p
ratio, -=, to secure adequate control without reaching
c
critical deflections.
10
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Thus by means of a large aerodynamic balance used in ““ “
conjunction with a differentially operated balancing tab,
the hinge-moment parameters may be independently varied,
By making aCh
()
aCh
-5zj ~ positive and ()%-)ao
slightly negative,
the flap can ‘be made to float against the relative wind
w“aen free and yet not be over?.)alanced w~en deflected.
This floating tendency of the flap will cause the airplane
stability with controls free to exceed that with controls
fixeci.
Yigur9 9 compares the lift effectiveness of the flap
having both a 0.495cf blunt-nose overhang and a differen-
tial balancing tab with that of a plain flap of the same
chord (reference 6). As expected, the tab deflected with
the balanced flap gave considerably greater lift effec-
tiveness than did the plain flap.
Thus it appears that a differential balancing tab
used in conjunction with an overbalanced flap can be made
to give very desirable lift and hinge-moment characteris-
tics. ‘iTithstick force and free-control stability regu-
lated in the manner already indicated, flaps having very
large ratios of flap chord to airfoil chord and operating
at low deflections can be used to great advantage for con-
trol surfaces.
““CONCLUDING REMARKS
The results of the tests showed that a flap with
49.5-percent overhang was aerodynamically overbalanced
when deflected regardless of uose shape. The large amountu
of overhang reduced the slcpe of the curve of hinge moment
against angle of attack to practically zero. The flap ef-
fectiveness in producing lift was shout the same as for the
unbalanced flap of the same chord. The small gap tested
had little effect on any of the characteristics. The small-
est increment in drag ‘was obtained with the blunt-nose shape.
A tab deflected in the same direction as the flap in
order to. increase both the lift ahd the hinge moment of an
.. overbalanced flap chows promise of being a very satisfactory
arrangement for reducing stick forces and i~roving free-
control stability.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley I’ield, Pa.
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TABLE I .
Stations and Ordinates for Medium Nose
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.: ..
Station ,
(percent c)
o
lZ5
----
,85
“1.85
2;85
3.85
4.”85
.. 6.85
6.8“5
“ “7.85
8.86
9.85
10 l 85
11.85
12.85
13.85
“ 14.-85 “
15,85 ‘
. 16.85 :
19.30
Ordinate
(percent c)
o
.88. “
1.26
1.68
1.96
2.15
1
2.30 ‘
, 2.42 -
.2.52
2.58
2.64
2.66 “
.2.70”
.2.71 ;
2.72
. . 2.’73 ‘
2 ;.72 ‘
2.63
.“
:2.55 ‘...
2.40
..
..
‘Fair to l.iAcA0009’ profile “to
trailing edge
..
—c .’
Nose radius =. 1.23 percent c
..
..
..
,.
. .
.. ,.
;.
. .
,.
.’
. .
..
. .
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PA is s~rmuhl line
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Figure 2a,b.- Section aerodynamic characteristics of an NACA 0009 airfoil
‘with a 0.30c flap having a 0.495cf overhang with”blunt nose.
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Figure 3a,b.- Section aerodynamic characteristics of an NACA 0009 airfoil
with a 0.30c flap having a 0.495cf overhang with medium nose.
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Figure 3(b) O-0015C gap.
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Figure 4a,b.- Section aerodjmamic characteristics of an NACA 0009 airfoil
with a 0.30c flap having a 0.495cf overhang with sharp nose.
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Figure 6.- Increment of profile-drag ooeffioient unwed by flap deflection. Blunt
noee, sealed gap, 0.4950f overhang.
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Figure 7.- Inctrementsof airfoilseotionliftooeffiaient~d”flap”aeotionhinge-moment
by deflectionof a 0.200f plain tab. Blunt noee overhang and sealed gap.
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Figure 8.- Hinge-moment ohmacteristios of a 0.300
flap having 0.4950f overhang,blunt nose,
and eealed gap and a 0.20af differential balanolng
tab. IJAOA 0009 airfoil.
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Figure 9.- Lift aharaoterletica of a 0.300
plain flap and a 0.300 flap
with a 0.4950f blunt nose overhang and a
O.aOof differential balanoing tab. Sealed
gape. IIACA 0009 airfoil.
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